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ABSTRACT

Background:Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (40% occurrence) can 
happen early or late in the course of events.2 OBJECTIVE: To determine the frequency of Intraventricular extension in 
patients with intracerebralhaemorrhage and its outcome at day 30 by measuring disability using Modified Rankin 
Scale.STUDY DESIGN: Descriptive case series.PLACE AND DURATION OF STUDY: Study was carried out from 1st 
December 2010 to 31st May, 2011 in the department of Neurology, PIMS, Islamabad, Pakistan SUBJECT AND 
METHODS:93 patients of intracerebralhaemorrhage were enrolled in the study and the site of bleeding and its 
intraventricular extension noted on CT scan and outcome was measured by using mRS at discharge and at day 30. 
RESULTS:Total numbers of patients were 93. Mean age was 61.31±16.37 years. Mean duration of hospital stay was 
4.06±2.08 days. Mean mRS at Admission was 4.55±0.69.Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral hemorrhage 
was seen in about half of the cases (50.5%). A higher number of patients were seen in mRS 5 in patients 
withintraventricular extension at admission. At Discharge 17 patients were dead in intraventricular extension group 
compared to 5 with no intraventricular extension group. The outcome was poor at day 30 as about half of patients (23 
out of 47) with intraventricular extension of hemorrhage were dependent.CONCLUSION:Intraventricular extension of 
the intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases andits outcome at day 30 was poor.
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INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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modification and weight loss are time part of initial 
managment14,15 , Repeated  lumber puncture are 
sometimes used in patients to control symptom , in 
pregnant women, or in the setting of rapidly declining 
vision to temporarily lower16 and optimize  the CSF 
pressure. Acetazolamide  a carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitor is used  for lowering the intracranial 
hypertension by decreasing CSF production (Doses of 1 
to 2 g ).Surgical treatment is indicated in cases with 
failed medical treatment or rapidly deteriorating vision. 
Generally, the indication for a CSF diversion procedure 
is failed medical treatment or intractable headache17. 
There are many surgical treatment options like 
lumboperitoneal shunt18,19,20 optic nerve sheath 
fenestration21,22, ventriculoperitoneal (VP) 
shunt23,24,25and venous sinus stenting for patients 
of BIH26,27 . Currently Lumboperitoneal shunt is most 
commonly advised to patients of BIH. As vision 
deterioration and headache are the  most common 
presenting and disabling feature of patients with BIH, 
therefore we conducted this study to determine 
outcome of lumboperitoneal shunt in patients with BIH 
in terms of improvement in vision..

Material and methods

We conducted  this Prospective observational  study of 
22 patients operated in neurosurgery unit lady reading 
hospital Peshawar   from Jan 2011 to Jun2014. 
Written consent was obtained from all the patients or 
their relatives All patients of either age and  sex with 
Diagnosed cases of  BIH were included in the study, 
Patients with depressed conscious level, Malignant 
hypertension, Patients with space occupying lesion in 
brain on MRI, Patients unfit for surgery and unwilling for 
surgery were excluded from the study.Pre operative 
funds examination and visual field charting was done in 
all the cases. Pre-operatively CT scan /MRI brain was 
done in all the patients. MR venography was also done 
in all patients.  Cerebrospinal fluid examination was 
performed in all patients. All patients were admitted 
through OPD in ward. Preoperative work up was done in 
all cases. Hematologic tests like FBC,Urea,RBS, and 
Serologic tests like HBS and HCV were done for all 
cases. Lumboperitoneal shunt was done in all cases 
under G.A.

TECHNIQUE OF SURGERY

Position;Lateral decubitus position with both knee 
flexed.

Skin incision: 

1.5 to 2 cm at L3-L4 or L4-L5 level extended down to 
the lumber fascia overlying the spinous processes.  Tilt 
table to 30 degree Reverse Trendelenburg to Increase 
lumbar subarachnoid space. Then Insertion of 
14-gauge Tuohy needle in interspinous space to reach  
into the subarachnoid space, with opening directed 
rostrally. Removal of the trocar with insertion of shunt 
tube ( 8 to 10 cm).stabilization of catheter at back 
wound under lumber fascia with reservoir . 

Abdominal placement: 

Incision is made into anterior abdominal wall, extended 
down and peritoneum is opened. Then subcutaneous 
shunt passer is passed and redirected to back incision. 
shunt catheter stabilized with reservoir at back incision 
is passed through passer, and inserted into peritoneal 
cavity. the wound is then closed.After surgery all 
patients were kept in ward for 4 to 5 days and then 
discharged to home. All patients were followed up till 1 
year, with 2 months interval.Postoperatively clinical 
outcome was measured by History and Fundus 
examination and CT brain. Postoperative follow up was 
clinical with history and Fundoscopy, and radiological 
with CT brain.All data was collected and put in 
Performa. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 
20. Results were expressed in the form of 
tables/graphs/charts.

Results

We studied 22 patients with Diagnosed cases of BIH. 
All patients were female. Age ranged from 18 to 58 
with mean of 38 ± 5 years SD.  In pre operative signs 
and symptoms the commonest was headache which 
was present in all (100%) patients , Visual  
deterioration in 20(90.90%) patient and all (100 %)  
these patients had Papilledema. 6(27.7%) patients 
had vomiting , 6th nerve palsy in  2(9.09%) patients 
(Table no 1) . All patients were investigated to follow 
modified dandy criteria.  CT brain was done in 
10(45.45%) patients. MRI brain with MRV was done in 
all( 100%) patients. CSF manometery showed opening 
pressure from 28cm of H2O to 50 cm of H2O, with 
mean of 39.19. CSF composition was normal in all 
patients. MRI brain showed slit ventricles in 3(13.63%) 
cases. LP shunt was done for all 22(100%) cases. 
Postoperatively clinical outcome was measured by 
History and Fundus examination and CT brain uptill 1 
years by intervals of 2 months follow up. Headache 

improved in 16(72%) patients, Papilledema resolved 
postoperatively in 18(81.81%) cases and same 
number of patients 18(81.81%) showed improvement 
in vision.  4(18%) patients had persistence of 
symptoms postoperatively. Shunt infection was noticed 
in 2(9.09%) cases in first 4 weeks which was 
subsequently managed.  CSF leak was noticed in 
1(4.54%) case for which shunt revision was done 
(Graph no 1).

Table no 1; Pre operative signs and symptoms N=22

 

Graph no 1; Post operative outcome of BIH N=22

Discussion

Benign intracranial hypertension is characterized by 
Raised CSF pressure of unknown Reason. Resistance 
to  CSF outflow  appears to increase, so intracranial 
pressure also increases. Whether the increased 
resisance is due to outflow which is  obstructed at the 
level of the arachnoid granulations or outer lymphatic’s 
flow is unclear ,however BIH can result in blindness if 
inadequately treated but  effective options strategies 
are available 28.The initial criteria suggested by Walter 

Dandy have been modified now called modified dandy 
criteria. Patients who follow these criteria are 
diagnosed as having the BIH. Laboratory evaluation is 
normal but there is raised intracranial pressure29.In 
the review of our 3 years experience with 22 patients 
with IIH who underwent Lumboperitoneal shunts , we 
aimed to determine improvement in visual problems 
after surgery. In our study we had age ranged from 18 
to 58 years with mean of 38.and this correlates with 
Whitely and coworkers who prospectively had  peak 
incidence of disease  in 3rd decade of life30.
The disease is more common in women of child bearing 
age. we had all patients female 22(100%) had BIH in 
three years duration. and explanation is consistent with 
the hormonal theory for pathogenesis of  BIH which 
states that high incidence among obese women  as 
adipocytes covert androstenedione to estrone which 
increases CSF production31. Study conducted by 
Yadav YRetal32 also showed this disease in 90.90% 
patients, which closely correlates to our study.  
Headache and vision deterioration are common 
problems in patients with BIH. We had headache in all 
(100%) patients and vision deterioration in 
20(90.90%) patients. It is comparable with study of 
Corbett and colleagues33, who also had  the same 
incidence (100 % of cases) in their series which 
included 20 patients with BIH.  There are many surgical 
treatment options for BIH management which includes 
Lumboperitoneal shunting, Ventriculoperitoneal 
shunting, and optic nerve sheath decompression.  
Cerebrospinal fluid shunting is the most widely 
performed surgical treatment for BIH and it is useful in 
the treatment of Papilledema, headache, and visual 
loss. We did Lumboperitoneal shunting for all(100%) 
patients. Postoperatively headache and Visual 
symptoms improved in 16(72%), and 18(81.81%) 
consecutively. In another international study by Burgett, 
etal34.described an 82% success rate of postoperative 
headache relief and visual improvement in patients 
with LP shunts. So our results are comparable with their 
results. Purvin VA et al35, had studied 30 patients who 
underwent LP shunting for treatment of BIH. Out of 14 
patients with impaired acuity, 10 eyes (71%) improved 
after shunting, which is less as compared to our 81%. 
on subsequent follow up visits 3(13.63%) patients had 
low pressure headache which was conservatively 
managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) or 
pseudotumourcerebri is defined as a syndrome of signs 
and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
without clinical, laboratory or radiologic evidence of 
causative lesions on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or computed tomography1.  BIH occurs most 
commonly in obese women of reproductive age. The 
incidence is approximately 1/100 000/year rising to 
13/100 000/ year in women who are 10% above ideal 
body weight  between 20 and 44 years. BIH less 
frequently seen in males and children.Prevalence rates 
are higher, showing the chronic nature of the condition 
in majority cases2,3,4,5. Average age at the time of 
diagnosis Benign intracranial Hypertension  is 30 
years6. Some medications  such as steroid withdrawal, 
lithium, tetracycline’s, and vitamin analogs and 
systemic conditions  such as  obstructive sleep apnea, 
renal failure, coagulopathies, and anemia have also 
been associated with BIH6,7,8. Cerebral venous 
hypertension due to  Dural venous sinus thrombosis, 
neoplastic obstruction of siuses or a duralarteriovenous 

malformation causes a very similar clinical picture and 
diagnosis of BIH is made when cerebral venous 
obstruction and other causes of raised intracranial 
pressure have been ruled out on Neuroimaging9.The 
symptoms of BIH patients are headache (94%), 
transient visual obscurations (68%), pulse-synchronous 
tinnitus (58%), photopsia (54%), and retrobulbar pain 
(44%). Diplopia (38%) and visual loss (30%) are less 
commonly  features of BIH10. To diagnose BIH we 
should have (1) Raised intracranial pressure; (2)  
Normal neurologic examination except  Papilledema 
and an occasionally abducens nerve palsy (3) the 
absence of a space-occupying lesion, or ventricular 
enlargement on computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance imaging; and (4) a normal cerebrospinal 
fluid composition10,11,12.In addition to these 
features CSF manometery is of diagnostic and 
therapeutic importance. CSF  opening pressure greater 
than 250 mm H2O is diagnostic, less than 200 mm 
H2O is normal, and 201 to 249 mm H2O is 
nondiagnostic13.Management  aim is controlling 
symptoms of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and 
prevention of loss of vision due to Papilledema.Dietary 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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modification and weight loss are time part of initial 
managment14,15 , Repeated  lumber puncture are 
sometimes used in patients to control symptom , in 
pregnant women, or in the setting of rapidly declining 
vision to temporarily lower16 and optimize  the CSF 
pressure. Acetazolamide  a carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitor is used  for lowering the intracranial 
hypertension by decreasing CSF production (Doses of 1 
to 2 g ).Surgical treatment is indicated in cases with 
failed medical treatment or rapidly deteriorating vision. 
Generally, the indication for a CSF diversion procedure 
is failed medical treatment or intractable headache17. 
There are many surgical treatment options like 
lumboperitoneal shunt18,19,20 optic nerve sheath 
fenestration21,22, ventriculoperitoneal (VP) 
shunt23,24,25and venous sinus stenting for patients 
of BIH26,27 . Currently Lumboperitoneal shunt is most 
commonly advised to patients of BIH. As vision 
deterioration and headache are the  most common 
presenting and disabling feature of patients with BIH, 
therefore we conducted this study to determine 
outcome of lumboperitoneal shunt in patients with BIH 
in terms of improvement in vision..

Material and methods

We conducted  this Prospective observational  study of 
22 patients operated in neurosurgery unit lady reading 
hospital Peshawar   from Jan 2011 to Jun2014. 
Written consent was obtained from all the patients or 
their relatives All patients of either age and  sex with 
Diagnosed cases of  BIH were included in the study, 
Patients with depressed conscious level, Malignant 
hypertension, Patients with space occupying lesion in 
brain on MRI, Patients unfit for surgery and unwilling for 
surgery were excluded from the study.Pre operative 
funds examination and visual field charting was done in 
all the cases. Pre-operatively CT scan /MRI brain was 
done in all the patients. MR venography was also done 
in all patients.  Cerebrospinal fluid examination was 
performed in all patients. All patients were admitted 
through OPD in ward. Preoperative work up was done in 
all cases. Hematologic tests like FBC,Urea,RBS, and 
Serologic tests like HBS and HCV were done for all 
cases. Lumboperitoneal shunt was done in all cases 
under G.A.

TECHNIQUE OF SURGERY

Position;Lateral decubitus position with both knee 
flexed.

Skin incision: 

1.5 to 2 cm at L3-L4 or L4-L5 level extended down to 
the lumber fascia overlying the spinous processes.  Tilt 
table to 30 degree Reverse Trendelenburg to Increase 
lumbar subarachnoid space. Then Insertion of 
14-gauge Tuohy needle in interspinous space to reach  
into the subarachnoid space, with opening directed 
rostrally. Removal of the trocar with insertion of shunt 
tube ( 8 to 10 cm).stabilization of catheter at back 
wound under lumber fascia with reservoir . 

Abdominal placement: 

Incision is made into anterior abdominal wall, extended 
down and peritoneum is opened. Then subcutaneous 
shunt passer is passed and redirected to back incision. 
shunt catheter stabilized with reservoir at back incision 
is passed through passer, and inserted into peritoneal 
cavity. the wound is then closed.After surgery all 
patients were kept in ward for 4 to 5 days and then 
discharged to home. All patients were followed up till 1 
year, with 2 months interval.Postoperatively clinical 
outcome was measured by History and Fundus 
examination and CT brain. Postoperative follow up was 
clinical with history and Fundoscopy, and radiological 
with CT brain.All data was collected and put in 
Performa. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 
20. Results were expressed in the form of 
tables/graphs/charts.

Results

We studied 22 patients with Diagnosed cases of BIH. 
All patients were female. Age ranged from 18 to 58 
with mean of 38 ± 5 years SD.  In pre operative signs 
and symptoms the commonest was headache which 
was present in all (100%) patients , Visual  
deterioration in 20(90.90%) patient and all (100 %)  
these patients had Papilledema. 6(27.7%) patients 
had vomiting , 6th nerve palsy in  2(9.09%) patients 
(Table no 1) . All patients were investigated to follow 
modified dandy criteria.  CT brain was done in 
10(45.45%) patients. MRI brain with MRV was done in 
all( 100%) patients. CSF manometery showed opening 
pressure from 28cm of H2O to 50 cm of H2O, with 
mean of 39.19. CSF composition was normal in all 
patients. MRI brain showed slit ventricles in 3(13.63%) 
cases. LP shunt was done for all 22(100%) cases. 
Postoperatively clinical outcome was measured by 
History and Fundus examination and CT brain uptill 1 
years by intervals of 2 months follow up. Headache 

improved in 16(72%) patients, Papilledema resolved 
postoperatively in 18(81.81%) cases and same 
number of patients 18(81.81%) showed improvement 
in vision.  4(18%) patients had persistence of 
symptoms postoperatively. Shunt infection was noticed 
in 2(9.09%) cases in first 4 weeks which was 
subsequently managed.  CSF leak was noticed in 
1(4.54%) case for which shunt revision was done 
(Graph no 1).

Table no 1; Pre operative signs and symptoms N=22

 

Graph no 1; Post operative outcome of BIH N=22

Discussion

Benign intracranial hypertension is characterized by 
Raised CSF pressure of unknown Reason. Resistance 
to  CSF outflow  appears to increase, so intracranial 
pressure also increases. Whether the increased 
resisance is due to outflow which is  obstructed at the 
level of the arachnoid granulations or outer lymphatic’s 
flow is unclear ,however BIH can result in blindness if 
inadequately treated but  effective options strategies 
are available 28.The initial criteria suggested by Walter 

Dandy have been modified now called modified dandy 
criteria. Patients who follow these criteria are 
diagnosed as having the BIH. Laboratory evaluation is 
normal but there is raised intracranial pressure29.In 
the review of our 3 years experience with 22 patients 
with IIH who underwent Lumboperitoneal shunts , we 
aimed to determine improvement in visual problems 
after surgery. In our study we had age ranged from 18 
to 58 years with mean of 38.and this correlates with 
Whitely and coworkers who prospectively had  peak 
incidence of disease  in 3rd decade of life30.
The disease is more common in women of child bearing 
age. we had all patients female 22(100%) had BIH in 
three years duration. and explanation is consistent with 
the hormonal theory for pathogenesis of  BIH which 
states that high incidence among obese women  as 
adipocytes covert androstenedione to estrone which 
increases CSF production31. Study conducted by 
Yadav YRetal32 also showed this disease in 90.90% 
patients, which closely correlates to our study.  
Headache and vision deterioration are common 
problems in patients with BIH. We had headache in all 
(100%) patients and vision deterioration in 
20(90.90%) patients. It is comparable with study of 
Corbett and colleagues33, who also had  the same 
incidence (100 % of cases) in their series which 
included 20 patients with BIH.  There are many surgical 
treatment options for BIH management which includes 
Lumboperitoneal shunting, Ventriculoperitoneal 
shunting, and optic nerve sheath decompression.  
Cerebrospinal fluid shunting is the most widely 
performed surgical treatment for BIH and it is useful in 
the treatment of Papilledema, headache, and visual 
loss. We did Lumboperitoneal shunting for all(100%) 
patients. Postoperatively headache and Visual 
symptoms improved in 16(72%), and 18(81.81%) 
consecutively. In another international study by Burgett, 
etal34.described an 82% success rate of postoperative 
headache relief and visual improvement in patients 
with LP shunts. So our results are comparable with their 
results. Purvin VA et al35, had studied 30 patients who 
underwent LP shunting for treatment of BIH. Out of 14 
patients with impaired acuity, 10 eyes (71%) improved 
after shunting, which is less as compared to our 81%. 
on subsequent follow up visits 3(13.63%) patients had 
low pressure headache which was conservatively 
managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) or 
pseudotumourcerebri is defined as a syndrome of signs 
and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
without clinical, laboratory or radiologic evidence of 
causative lesions on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or computed tomography1.  BIH occurs most 
commonly in obese women of reproductive age. The 
incidence is approximately 1/100 000/year rising to 
13/100 000/ year in women who are 10% above ideal 
body weight  between 20 and 44 years. BIH less 
frequently seen in males and children.Prevalence rates 
are higher, showing the chronic nature of the condition 
in majority cases2,3,4,5. Average age at the time of 
diagnosis Benign intracranial Hypertension  is 30 
years6. Some medications  such as steroid withdrawal, 
lithium, tetracycline’s, and vitamin analogs and 
systemic conditions  such as  obstructive sleep apnea, 
renal failure, coagulopathies, and anemia have also 
been associated with BIH6,7,8. Cerebral venous 
hypertension due to  Dural venous sinus thrombosis, 
neoplastic obstruction of siuses or a duralarteriovenous 

malformation causes a very similar clinical picture and 
diagnosis of BIH is made when cerebral venous 
obstruction and other causes of raised intracranial 
pressure have been ruled out on Neuroimaging9.The 
symptoms of BIH patients are headache (94%), 
transient visual obscurations (68%), pulse-synchronous 
tinnitus (58%), photopsia (54%), and retrobulbar pain 
(44%). Diplopia (38%) and visual loss (30%) are less 
commonly  features of BIH10. To diagnose BIH we 
should have (1) Raised intracranial pressure; (2)  
Normal neurologic examination except  Papilledema 
and an occasionally abducens nerve palsy (3) the 
absence of a space-occupying lesion, or ventricular 
enlargement on computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance imaging; and (4) a normal cerebrospinal 
fluid composition10,11,12.In addition to these 
features CSF manometery is of diagnostic and 
therapeutic importance. CSF  opening pressure greater 
than 250 mm H2O is diagnostic, less than 200 mm 
H2O is normal, and 201 to 249 mm H2O is 
nondiagnostic13.Management  aim is controlling 
symptoms of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and 
prevention of loss of vision due to Papilledema.Dietary 



INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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modification and weight loss are time part of initial 
managment14,15 , Repeated  lumber puncture are 
sometimes used in patients to control symptom , in 
pregnant women, or in the setting of rapidly declining 
vision to temporarily lower16 and optimize  the CSF 
pressure. Acetazolamide  a carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitor is used  for lowering the intracranial 
hypertension by decreasing CSF production (Doses of 1 
to 2 g ).Surgical treatment is indicated in cases with 
failed medical treatment or rapidly deteriorating vision. 
Generally, the indication for a CSF diversion procedure 
is failed medical treatment or intractable headache17. 
There are many surgical treatment options like 
lumboperitoneal shunt18,19,20 optic nerve sheath 
fenestration21,22, ventriculoperitoneal (VP) 
shunt23,24,25and venous sinus stenting for patients 
of BIH26,27 . Currently Lumboperitoneal shunt is most 
commonly advised to patients of BIH. As vision 
deterioration and headache are the  most common 
presenting and disabling feature of patients with BIH, 
therefore we conducted this study to determine 
outcome of lumboperitoneal shunt in patients with BIH 
in terms of improvement in vision..

Material and methods

We conducted  this Prospective observational  study of 
22 patients operated in neurosurgery unit lady reading 
hospital Peshawar   from Jan 2011 to Jun2014. 
Written consent was obtained from all the patients or 
their relatives All patients of either age and  sex with 
Diagnosed cases of  BIH were included in the study, 
Patients with depressed conscious level, Malignant 
hypertension, Patients with space occupying lesion in 
brain on MRI, Patients unfit for surgery and unwilling for 
surgery were excluded from the study.Pre operative 
funds examination and visual field charting was done in 
all the cases. Pre-operatively CT scan /MRI brain was 
done in all the patients. MR venography was also done 
in all patients.  Cerebrospinal fluid examination was 
performed in all patients. All patients were admitted 
through OPD in ward. Preoperative work up was done in 
all cases. Hematologic tests like FBC,Urea,RBS, and 
Serologic tests like HBS and HCV were done for all 
cases. Lumboperitoneal shunt was done in all cases 
under G.A.

TECHNIQUE OF SURGERY

Position;Lateral decubitus position with both knee 
flexed.

Skin incision: 

1.5 to 2 cm at L3-L4 or L4-L5 level extended down to 
the lumber fascia overlying the spinous processes.  Tilt 
table to 30 degree Reverse Trendelenburg to Increase 
lumbar subarachnoid space. Then Insertion of 
14-gauge Tuohy needle in interspinous space to reach  
into the subarachnoid space, with opening directed 
rostrally. Removal of the trocar with insertion of shunt 
tube ( 8 to 10 cm).stabilization of catheter at back 
wound under lumber fascia with reservoir . 

Abdominal placement: 

Incision is made into anterior abdominal wall, extended 
down and peritoneum is opened. Then subcutaneous 
shunt passer is passed and redirected to back incision. 
shunt catheter stabilized with reservoir at back incision 
is passed through passer, and inserted into peritoneal 
cavity. the wound is then closed.After surgery all 
patients were kept in ward for 4 to 5 days and then 
discharged to home. All patients were followed up till 1 
year, with 2 months interval.Postoperatively clinical 
outcome was measured by History and Fundus 
examination and CT brain. Postoperative follow up was 
clinical with history and Fundoscopy, and radiological 
with CT brain.All data was collected and put in 
Performa. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 
20. Results were expressed in the form of 
tables/graphs/charts.

Results

We studied 22 patients with Diagnosed cases of BIH. 
All patients were female. Age ranged from 18 to 58 
with mean of 38 ± 5 years SD.  In pre operative signs 
and symptoms the commonest was headache which 
was present in all (100%) patients , Visual  
deterioration in 20(90.90%) patient and all (100 %)  
these patients had Papilledema. 6(27.7%) patients 
had vomiting , 6th nerve palsy in  2(9.09%) patients 
(Table no 1) . All patients were investigated to follow 
modified dandy criteria.  CT brain was done in 
10(45.45%) patients. MRI brain with MRV was done in 
all( 100%) patients. CSF manometery showed opening 
pressure from 28cm of H2O to 50 cm of H2O, with 
mean of 39.19. CSF composition was normal in all 
patients. MRI brain showed slit ventricles in 3(13.63%) 
cases. LP shunt was done for all 22(100%) cases. 
Postoperatively clinical outcome was measured by 
History and Fundus examination and CT brain uptill 1 
years by intervals of 2 months follow up. Headache 

improved in 16(72%) patients, Papilledema resolved 
postoperatively in 18(81.81%) cases and same 
number of patients 18(81.81%) showed improvement 
in vision.  4(18%) patients had persistence of 
symptoms postoperatively. Shunt infection was noticed 
in 2(9.09%) cases in first 4 weeks which was 
subsequently managed.  CSF leak was noticed in 
1(4.54%) case for which shunt revision was done 
(Graph no 1).

Table no 1; Pre operative signs and symptoms N=22

 

Graph no 1; Post operative outcome of BIH N=22

Discussion

Benign intracranial hypertension is characterized by 
Raised CSF pressure of unknown Reason. Resistance 
to  CSF outflow  appears to increase, so intracranial 
pressure also increases. Whether the increased 
resisance is due to outflow which is  obstructed at the 
level of the arachnoid granulations or outer lymphatic’s 
flow is unclear ,however BIH can result in blindness if 
inadequately treated but  effective options strategies 
are available 28.The initial criteria suggested by Walter 

Dandy have been modified now called modified dandy 
criteria. Patients who follow these criteria are 
diagnosed as having the BIH. Laboratory evaluation is 
normal but there is raised intracranial pressure29.In 
the review of our 3 years experience with 22 patients 
with IIH who underwent Lumboperitoneal shunts , we 
aimed to determine improvement in visual problems 
after surgery. In our study we had age ranged from 18 
to 58 years with mean of 38.and this correlates with 
Whitely and coworkers who prospectively had  peak 
incidence of disease  in 3rd decade of life30.
The disease is more common in women of child bearing 
age. we had all patients female 22(100%) had BIH in 
three years duration. and explanation is consistent with 
the hormonal theory for pathogenesis of  BIH which 
states that high incidence among obese women  as 
adipocytes covert androstenedione to estrone which 
increases CSF production31. Study conducted by 
Yadav YRetal32 also showed this disease in 90.90% 
patients, which closely correlates to our study.  
Headache and vision deterioration are common 
problems in patients with BIH. We had headache in all 
(100%) patients and vision deterioration in 
20(90.90%) patients. It is comparable with study of 
Corbett and colleagues33, who also had  the same 
incidence (100 % of cases) in their series which 
included 20 patients with BIH.  There are many surgical 
treatment options for BIH management which includes 
Lumboperitoneal shunting, Ventriculoperitoneal 
shunting, and optic nerve sheath decompression.  
Cerebrospinal fluid shunting is the most widely 
performed surgical treatment for BIH and it is useful in 
the treatment of Papilledema, headache, and visual 
loss. We did Lumboperitoneal shunting for all(100%) 
patients. Postoperatively headache and Visual 
symptoms improved in 16(72%), and 18(81.81%) 
consecutively. In another international study by Burgett, 
etal34.described an 82% success rate of postoperative 
headache relief and visual improvement in patients 
with LP shunts. So our results are comparable with their 
results. Purvin VA et al35, had studied 30 patients who 
underwent LP shunting for treatment of BIH. Out of 14 
patients with impaired acuity, 10 eyes (71%) improved 
after shunting, which is less as compared to our 81%. 
on subsequent follow up visits 3(13.63%) patients had 
low pressure headache which was conservatively 
managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) or 
pseudotumourcerebri is defined as a syndrome of signs 
and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
without clinical, laboratory or radiologic evidence of 
causative lesions on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or computed tomography1.  BIH occurs most 
commonly in obese women of reproductive age. The 
incidence is approximately 1/100 000/year rising to 
13/100 000/ year in women who are 10% above ideal 
body weight  between 20 and 44 years. BIH less 
frequently seen in males and children.Prevalence rates 
are higher, showing the chronic nature of the condition 
in majority cases2,3,4,5. Average age at the time of 
diagnosis Benign intracranial Hypertension  is 30 
years6. Some medications  such as steroid withdrawal, 
lithium, tetracycline’s, and vitamin analogs and 
systemic conditions  such as  obstructive sleep apnea, 
renal failure, coagulopathies, and anemia have also 
been associated with BIH6,7,8. Cerebral venous 
hypertension due to  Dural venous sinus thrombosis, 
neoplastic obstruction of siuses or a duralarteriovenous 

malformation causes a very similar clinical picture and 
diagnosis of BIH is made when cerebral venous 
obstruction and other causes of raised intracranial 
pressure have been ruled out on Neuroimaging9.The 
symptoms of BIH patients are headache (94%), 
transient visual obscurations (68%), pulse-synchronous 
tinnitus (58%), photopsia (54%), and retrobulbar pain 
(44%). Diplopia (38%) and visual loss (30%) are less 
commonly  features of BIH10. To diagnose BIH we 
should have (1) Raised intracranial pressure; (2)  
Normal neurologic examination except  Papilledema 
and an occasionally abducens nerve palsy (3) the 
absence of a space-occupying lesion, or ventricular 
enlargement on computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance imaging; and (4) a normal cerebrospinal 
fluid composition10,11,12.In addition to these 
features CSF manometery is of diagnostic and 
therapeutic importance. CSF  opening pressure greater 
than 250 mm H2O is diagnostic, less than 200 mm 
H2O is normal, and 201 to 249 mm H2O is 
nondiagnostic13.Management  aim is controlling 
symptoms of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and 
prevention of loss of vision due to Papilledema.Dietary 



INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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modification and weight loss are time part of initial 
managment14,15 , Repeated  lumber puncture are 
sometimes used in patients to control symptom , in 
pregnant women, or in the setting of rapidly declining 
vision to temporarily lower16 and optimize  the CSF 
pressure. Acetazolamide  a carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitor is used  for lowering the intracranial 
hypertension by decreasing CSF production (Doses of 1 
to 2 g ).Surgical treatment is indicated in cases with 
failed medical treatment or rapidly deteriorating vision. 
Generally, the indication for a CSF diversion procedure 
is failed medical treatment or intractable headache17. 
There are many surgical treatment options like 
lumboperitoneal shunt18,19,20 optic nerve sheath 
fenestration21,22, ventriculoperitoneal (VP) 
shunt23,24,25and venous sinus stenting for patients 
of BIH26,27 . Currently Lumboperitoneal shunt is most 
commonly advised to patients of BIH. As vision 
deterioration and headache are the  most common 
presenting and disabling feature of patients with BIH, 
therefore we conducted this study to determine 
outcome of lumboperitoneal shunt in patients with BIH 
in terms of improvement in vision..

Material and methods

We conducted  this Prospective observational  study of 
22 patients operated in neurosurgery unit lady reading 
hospital Peshawar   from Jan 2011 to Jun2014. 
Written consent was obtained from all the patients or 
their relatives All patients of either age and  sex with 
Diagnosed cases of  BIH were included in the study, 
Patients with depressed conscious level, Malignant 
hypertension, Patients with space occupying lesion in 
brain on MRI, Patients unfit for surgery and unwilling for 
surgery were excluded from the study.Pre operative 
funds examination and visual field charting was done in 
all the cases. Pre-operatively CT scan /MRI brain was 
done in all the patients. MR venography was also done 
in all patients.  Cerebrospinal fluid examination was 
performed in all patients. All patients were admitted 
through OPD in ward. Preoperative work up was done in 
all cases. Hematologic tests like FBC,Urea,RBS, and 
Serologic tests like HBS and HCV were done for all 
cases. Lumboperitoneal shunt was done in all cases 
under G.A.

TECHNIQUE OF SURGERY

Position;Lateral decubitus position with both knee 
flexed.

Skin incision: 

1.5 to 2 cm at L3-L4 or L4-L5 level extended down to 
the lumber fascia overlying the spinous processes.  Tilt 
table to 30 degree Reverse Trendelenburg to Increase 
lumbar subarachnoid space. Then Insertion of 
14-gauge Tuohy needle in interspinous space to reach  
into the subarachnoid space, with opening directed 
rostrally. Removal of the trocar with insertion of shunt 
tube ( 8 to 10 cm).stabilization of catheter at back 
wound under lumber fascia with reservoir . 

Abdominal placement: 

Incision is made into anterior abdominal wall, extended 
down and peritoneum is opened. Then subcutaneous 
shunt passer is passed and redirected to back incision. 
shunt catheter stabilized with reservoir at back incision 
is passed through passer, and inserted into peritoneal 
cavity. the wound is then closed.After surgery all 
patients were kept in ward for 4 to 5 days and then 
discharged to home. All patients were followed up till 1 
year, with 2 months interval.Postoperatively clinical 
outcome was measured by History and Fundus 
examination and CT brain. Postoperative follow up was 
clinical with history and Fundoscopy, and radiological 
with CT brain.All data was collected and put in 
Performa. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 
20. Results were expressed in the form of 
tables/graphs/charts.

Results

We studied 22 patients with Diagnosed cases of BIH. 
All patients were female. Age ranged from 18 to 58 
with mean of 38 ± 5 years SD.  In pre operative signs 
and symptoms the commonest was headache which 
was present in all (100%) patients , Visual  
deterioration in 20(90.90%) patient and all (100 %)  
these patients had Papilledema. 6(27.7%) patients 
had vomiting , 6th nerve palsy in  2(9.09%) patients 
(Table no 1) . All patients were investigated to follow 
modified dandy criteria.  CT brain was done in 
10(45.45%) patients. MRI brain with MRV was done in 
all( 100%) patients. CSF manometery showed opening 
pressure from 28cm of H2O to 50 cm of H2O, with 
mean of 39.19. CSF composition was normal in all 
patients. MRI brain showed slit ventricles in 3(13.63%) 
cases. LP shunt was done for all 22(100%) cases. 
Postoperatively clinical outcome was measured by 
History and Fundus examination and CT brain uptill 1 
years by intervals of 2 months follow up. Headache 

improved in 16(72%) patients, Papilledema resolved 
postoperatively in 18(81.81%) cases and same 
number of patients 18(81.81%) showed improvement 
in vision.  4(18%) patients had persistence of 
symptoms postoperatively. Shunt infection was noticed 
in 2(9.09%) cases in first 4 weeks which was 
subsequently managed.  CSF leak was noticed in 
1(4.54%) case for which shunt revision was done 
(Graph no 1).

Table no 1; Pre operative signs and symptoms N=22

 

Graph no 1; Post operative outcome of BIH N=22

Discussion

Benign intracranial hypertension is characterized by 
Raised CSF pressure of unknown Reason. Resistance 
to  CSF outflow  appears to increase, so intracranial 
pressure also increases. Whether the increased 
resisance is due to outflow which is  obstructed at the 
level of the arachnoid granulations or outer lymphatic’s 
flow is unclear ,however BIH can result in blindness if 
inadequately treated but  effective options strategies 
are available 28.The initial criteria suggested by Walter 

Dandy have been modified now called modified dandy 
criteria. Patients who follow these criteria are 
diagnosed as having the BIH. Laboratory evaluation is 
normal but there is raised intracranial pressure29.In 
the review of our 3 years experience with 22 patients 
with IIH who underwent Lumboperitoneal shunts , we 
aimed to determine improvement in visual problems 
after surgery. In our study we had age ranged from 18 
to 58 years with mean of 38.and this correlates with 
Whitely and coworkers who prospectively had  peak 
incidence of disease  in 3rd decade of life30.
The disease is more common in women of child bearing 
age. we had all patients female 22(100%) had BIH in 
three years duration. and explanation is consistent with 
the hormonal theory for pathogenesis of  BIH which 
states that high incidence among obese women  as 
adipocytes covert androstenedione to estrone which 
increases CSF production31. Study conducted by 
Yadav YRetal32 also showed this disease in 90.90% 
patients, which closely correlates to our study.  
Headache and vision deterioration are common 
problems in patients with BIH. We had headache in all 
(100%) patients and vision deterioration in 
20(90.90%) patients. It is comparable with study of 
Corbett and colleagues33, who also had  the same 
incidence (100 % of cases) in their series which 
included 20 patients with BIH.  There are many surgical 
treatment options for BIH management which includes 
Lumboperitoneal shunting, Ventriculoperitoneal 
shunting, and optic nerve sheath decompression.  
Cerebrospinal fluid shunting is the most widely 
performed surgical treatment for BIH and it is useful in 
the treatment of Papilledema, headache, and visual 
loss. We did Lumboperitoneal shunting for all(100%) 
patients. Postoperatively headache and Visual 
symptoms improved in 16(72%), and 18(81.81%) 
consecutively. In another international study by Burgett, 
etal34.described an 82% success rate of postoperative 
headache relief and visual improvement in patients 
with LP shunts. So our results are comparable with their 
results. Purvin VA et al35, had studied 30 patients who 
underwent LP shunting for treatment of BIH. Out of 14 
patients with impaired acuity, 10 eyes (71%) improved 
after shunting, which is less as compared to our 81%. 
on subsequent follow up visits 3(13.63%) patients had 
low pressure headache which was conservatively 
managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) or 
pseudotumourcerebri is defined as a syndrome of signs 
and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
without clinical, laboratory or radiologic evidence of 
causative lesions on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or computed tomography1.  BIH occurs most 
commonly in obese women of reproductive age. The 
incidence is approximately 1/100 000/year rising to 
13/100 000/ year in women who are 10% above ideal 
body weight  between 20 and 44 years. BIH less 
frequently seen in males and children.Prevalence rates 
are higher, showing the chronic nature of the condition 
in majority cases2,3,4,5. Average age at the time of 
diagnosis Benign intracranial Hypertension  is 30 
years6. Some medications  such as steroid withdrawal, 
lithium, tetracycline’s, and vitamin analogs and 
systemic conditions  such as  obstructive sleep apnea, 
renal failure, coagulopathies, and anemia have also 
been associated with BIH6,7,8. Cerebral venous 
hypertension due to  Dural venous sinus thrombosis, 
neoplastic obstruction of siuses or a duralarteriovenous 

malformation causes a very similar clinical picture and 
diagnosis of BIH is made when cerebral venous 
obstruction and other causes of raised intracranial 
pressure have been ruled out on Neuroimaging9.The 
symptoms of BIH patients are headache (94%), 
transient visual obscurations (68%), pulse-synchronous 
tinnitus (58%), photopsia (54%), and retrobulbar pain 
(44%). Diplopia (38%) and visual loss (30%) are less 
commonly  features of BIH10. To diagnose BIH we 
should have (1) Raised intracranial pressure; (2)  
Normal neurologic examination except  Papilledema 
and an occasionally abducens nerve palsy (3) the 
absence of a space-occupying lesion, or ventricular 
enlargement on computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance imaging; and (4) a normal cerebrospinal 
fluid composition10,11,12.In addition to these 
features CSF manometery is of diagnostic and 
therapeutic importance. CSF  opening pressure greater 
than 250 mm H2O is diagnostic, less than 200 mm 
H2O is normal, and 201 to 249 mm H2O is 
nondiagnostic13.Management  aim is controlling 
symptoms of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and 
prevention of loss of vision due to Papilledema.Dietary 



INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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modification and weight loss are time part of initial 
managment14,15 , Repeated  lumber puncture are 
sometimes used in patients to control symptom , in 
pregnant women, or in the setting of rapidly declining 
vision to temporarily lower16 and optimize  the CSF 
pressure. Acetazolamide  a carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitor is used  for lowering the intracranial 
hypertension by decreasing CSF production (Doses of 1 
to 2 g ).Surgical treatment is indicated in cases with 
failed medical treatment or rapidly deteriorating vision. 
Generally, the indication for a CSF diversion procedure 
is failed medical treatment or intractable headache17. 
There are many surgical treatment options like 
lumboperitoneal shunt18,19,20 optic nerve sheath 
fenestration21,22, ventriculoperitoneal (VP) 
shunt23,24,25and venous sinus stenting for patients 
of BIH26,27 . Currently Lumboperitoneal shunt is most 
commonly advised to patients of BIH. As vision 
deterioration and headache are the  most common 
presenting and disabling feature of patients with BIH, 
therefore we conducted this study to determine 
outcome of lumboperitoneal shunt in patients with BIH 
in terms of improvement in vision..

Material and methods

We conducted  this Prospective observational  study of 
22 patients operated in neurosurgery unit lady reading 
hospital Peshawar   from Jan 2011 to Jun2014. 
Written consent was obtained from all the patients or 
their relatives All patients of either age and  sex with 
Diagnosed cases of  BIH were included in the study, 
Patients with depressed conscious level, Malignant 
hypertension, Patients with space occupying lesion in 
brain on MRI, Patients unfit for surgery and unwilling for 
surgery were excluded from the study.Pre operative 
funds examination and visual field charting was done in 
all the cases. Pre-operatively CT scan /MRI brain was 
done in all the patients. MR venography was also done 
in all patients.  Cerebrospinal fluid examination was 
performed in all patients. All patients were admitted 
through OPD in ward. Preoperative work up was done in 
all cases. Hematologic tests like FBC,Urea,RBS, and 
Serologic tests like HBS and HCV were done for all 
cases. Lumboperitoneal shunt was done in all cases 
under G.A.

TECHNIQUE OF SURGERY

Position;Lateral decubitus position with both knee 
flexed.

Skin incision: 

1.5 to 2 cm at L3-L4 or L4-L5 level extended down to 
the lumber fascia overlying the spinous processes.  Tilt 
table to 30 degree Reverse Trendelenburg to Increase 
lumbar subarachnoid space. Then Insertion of 
14-gauge Tuohy needle in interspinous space to reach  
into the subarachnoid space, with opening directed 
rostrally. Removal of the trocar with insertion of shunt 
tube ( 8 to 10 cm).stabilization of catheter at back 
wound under lumber fascia with reservoir . 

Abdominal placement: 

Incision is made into anterior abdominal wall, extended 
down and peritoneum is opened. Then subcutaneous 
shunt passer is passed and redirected to back incision. 
shunt catheter stabilized with reservoir at back incision 
is passed through passer, and inserted into peritoneal 
cavity. the wound is then closed.After surgery all 
patients were kept in ward for 4 to 5 days and then 
discharged to home. All patients were followed up till 1 
year, with 2 months interval.Postoperatively clinical 
outcome was measured by History and Fundus 
examination and CT brain. Postoperative follow up was 
clinical with history and Fundoscopy, and radiological 
with CT brain.All data was collected and put in 
Performa. All data was analyzed using SPSS version 
20. Results were expressed in the form of 
tables/graphs/charts.

Results

We studied 22 patients with Diagnosed cases of BIH. 
All patients were female. Age ranged from 18 to 58 
with mean of 38 ± 5 years SD.  In pre operative signs 
and symptoms the commonest was headache which 
was present in all (100%) patients , Visual  
deterioration in 20(90.90%) patient and all (100 %)  
these patients had Papilledema. 6(27.7%) patients 
had vomiting , 6th nerve palsy in  2(9.09%) patients 
(Table no 1) . All patients were investigated to follow 
modified dandy criteria.  CT brain was done in 
10(45.45%) patients. MRI brain with MRV was done in 
all( 100%) patients. CSF manometery showed opening 
pressure from 28cm of H2O to 50 cm of H2O, with 
mean of 39.19. CSF composition was normal in all 
patients. MRI brain showed slit ventricles in 3(13.63%) 
cases. LP shunt was done for all 22(100%) cases. 
Postoperatively clinical outcome was measured by 
History and Fundus examination and CT brain uptill 1 
years by intervals of 2 months follow up. Headache 

improved in 16(72%) patients, Papilledema resolved 
postoperatively in 18(81.81%) cases and same 
number of patients 18(81.81%) showed improvement 
in vision.  4(18%) patients had persistence of 
symptoms postoperatively. Shunt infection was noticed 
in 2(9.09%) cases in first 4 weeks which was 
subsequently managed.  CSF leak was noticed in 
1(4.54%) case for which shunt revision was done 
(Graph no 1).

Table no 1; Pre operative signs and symptoms N=22

 

Graph no 1; Post operative outcome of BIH N=22

Discussion

Benign intracranial hypertension is characterized by 
Raised CSF pressure of unknown Reason. Resistance 
to  CSF outflow  appears to increase, so intracranial 
pressure also increases. Whether the increased 
resisance is due to outflow which is  obstructed at the 
level of the arachnoid granulations or outer lymphatic’s 
flow is unclear ,however BIH can result in blindness if 
inadequately treated but  effective options strategies 
are available 28.The initial criteria suggested by Walter 

Dandy have been modified now called modified dandy 
criteria. Patients who follow these criteria are 
diagnosed as having the BIH. Laboratory evaluation is 
normal but there is raised intracranial pressure29.In 
the review of our 3 years experience with 22 patients 
with IIH who underwent Lumboperitoneal shunts , we 
aimed to determine improvement in visual problems 
after surgery. In our study we had age ranged from 18 
to 58 years with mean of 38.and this correlates with 
Whitely and coworkers who prospectively had  peak 
incidence of disease  in 3rd decade of life30.
The disease is more common in women of child bearing 
age. we had all patients female 22(100%) had BIH in 
three years duration. and explanation is consistent with 
the hormonal theory for pathogenesis of  BIH which 
states that high incidence among obese women  as 
adipocytes covert androstenedione to estrone which 
increases CSF production31. Study conducted by 
Yadav YRetal32 also showed this disease in 90.90% 
patients, which closely correlates to our study.  
Headache and vision deterioration are common 
problems in patients with BIH. We had headache in all 
(100%) patients and vision deterioration in 
20(90.90%) patients. It is comparable with study of 
Corbett and colleagues33, who also had  the same 
incidence (100 % of cases) in their series which 
included 20 patients with BIH.  There are many surgical 
treatment options for BIH management which includes 
Lumboperitoneal shunting, Ventriculoperitoneal 
shunting, and optic nerve sheath decompression.  
Cerebrospinal fluid shunting is the most widely 
performed surgical treatment for BIH and it is useful in 
the treatment of Papilledema, headache, and visual 
loss. We did Lumboperitoneal shunting for all(100%) 
patients. Postoperatively headache and Visual 
symptoms improved in 16(72%), and 18(81.81%) 
consecutively. In another international study by Burgett, 
etal34.described an 82% success rate of postoperative 
headache relief and visual improvement in patients 
with LP shunts. So our results are comparable with their 
results. Purvin VA et al35, had studied 30 patients who 
underwent LP shunting for treatment of BIH. Out of 14 
patients with impaired acuity, 10 eyes (71%) improved 
after shunting, which is less as compared to our 81%. 
on subsequent follow up visits 3(13.63%) patients had 
low pressure headache which was conservatively 
managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) or 
pseudotumourcerebri is defined as a syndrome of signs 
and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
without clinical, laboratory or radiologic evidence of 
causative lesions on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or computed tomography1.  BIH occurs most 
commonly in obese women of reproductive age. The 
incidence is approximately 1/100 000/year rising to 
13/100 000/ year in women who are 10% above ideal 
body weight  between 20 and 44 years. BIH less 
frequently seen in males and children.Prevalence rates 
are higher, showing the chronic nature of the condition 
in majority cases2,3,4,5. Average age at the time of 
diagnosis Benign intracranial Hypertension  is 30 
years6. Some medications  such as steroid withdrawal, 
lithium, tetracycline’s, and vitamin analogs and 
systemic conditions  such as  obstructive sleep apnea, 
renal failure, coagulopathies, and anemia have also 
been associated with BIH6,7,8. Cerebral venous 
hypertension due to  Dural venous sinus thrombosis, 
neoplastic obstruction of siuses or a duralarteriovenous 

malformation causes a very similar clinical picture and 
diagnosis of BIH is made when cerebral venous 
obstruction and other causes of raised intracranial 
pressure have been ruled out on Neuroimaging9.The 
symptoms of BIH patients are headache (94%), 
transient visual obscurations (68%), pulse-synchronous 
tinnitus (58%), photopsia (54%), and retrobulbar pain 
(44%). Diplopia (38%) and visual loss (30%) are less 
commonly  features of BIH10. To diagnose BIH we 
should have (1) Raised intracranial pressure; (2)  
Normal neurologic examination except  Papilledema 
and an occasionally abducens nerve palsy (3) the 
absence of a space-occupying lesion, or ventricular 
enlargement on computed tomography or magnetic 
resonance imaging; and (4) a normal cerebrospinal 
fluid composition10,11,12.In addition to these 
features CSF manometery is of diagnostic and 
therapeutic importance. CSF  opening pressure greater 
than 250 mm H2O is diagnostic, less than 200 mm 
H2O is normal, and 201 to 249 mm H2O is 
nondiagnostic13.Management  aim is controlling 
symptoms of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and 
prevention of loss of vision due to Papilledema.Dietary 



INTRODUCTION 

Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) also known as Devic’s 
disease is an acute demyelinating disorder comprising 
of optic neuritis and transverse myelitis.1 NMO 
predominantly affects middle aged adults, while case 
reports from the pediatric population have been 
increasing in past few years. A recent case series of 
pediatric NMO revealed strong female predominance2. 
NMO has specific diagnostic criteria and unique 
pathologic features when compared with multiple 
sclerosis (MS) 3. Pediatric NMO has comparatively 
poor visual and motor outcomes.1Traditionally, the 
term NMO was applied to those patients who 
experienced a monophasic event consisting of bilateral 
simultaneous optic neuritis and acute myelitis.4

CASE REPORT

A 10 years old boy presented in the ER with the 
complaints of fever and back pain for past 10 days and 
inability to walk for 6-7 days. He had developed urinary 
retention and constipation for the past 5 days along 
with abdominal distension. For the past two days he 
had been complaining of blurring of vision in the left 
eye. There was no history of any recent viral illness, 
vaccination or trauma. He had been to a hospital 

where he was catheterized and started on broad 
spectrum antibiotics for the past 4 days but there was 
no improvement they came to this hospital.
 His birth and development was normal and he was a 
student of class III. There was no history of any 
allergies or surgery. Immunization was up to date. 
Family history included two sisters and three brothers 
who were well and healthy. There was no family history 
for any neurological disease or unexplained visual loss.
On examination the patient was fully alert, interactive 
and oriented. His anthropometric measures were on 
the 50th centile. He was afebrile, with stable vitals. 
There was no rash or lymphadenopathy. He was well 
hydrated and well nourished. His chest was clear with 
normal vesicular breathing while abdomen was full with 
slit like umbilicus and urinary bladder was palpable at 
the level of umbilicus, there was no shifting dullness or 
visceromegaly and gut sounds were audible. His GCS 
was 15/15 and higher mental functions were intact. 
Cranial nerves were intact. Tone was normal in all four 
limbs; power was 4/5 in both upper limbs and 1/5 in 
lower limbs. Deep tendon reflexes in upper limbs were 
+2 and in lower limbs +3. Planters were up going. 
Superficial reflexes were absent. On sensory 
examination pain, temperature, vibration and 
proprioception were intact. There were no signs of 
meningeal irritation. He was unable to sit and 

complained of pain on movement. His left eye had only 
light perception and showed rapid afferent papillary 
defect while the right eye was normal
The provisional diagnosis was Transverse myelitis 
vsNeuromyelitisoptica (NMO). Complete blood count 
and basic metabolic workup was normal. Inflammatory 
markers (C- reactive proteins and Erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate) were within normal limits. CSF 
revealed TLC 4, protein 54mg/dl, glucose 66mg/dl. 
Oligoclonal bands were negative. There was raised 
CPK. Visual evoked potential (VEP) showed 
prolongation of P100 latency along with amplitude 
loss, in left eye.MRI revealed multiple abnormal T2 
hyper intense signals showing post contrast 
enhancement almost along the entire spinal cord. 
These were predominately identified in the cervical 
region of the spinal cord along with swelling of the cord 
in this region. Overall appearance was suggestive of 
transverse myelitis. Bilateral globes and optic nerve 
appeared unremarkable. The grey matter and white 
matter appeared normalA diagnosis of Devic's disease 
was made and the patient was treated initially with 
intravenous methyl prednisolone (30 mg/kg/day for five 
days) followed by gradually tapered oral steroids. 
Condition of child remained static; therefore 
Plasmapharesis was done for 5 days. Azathioprine 2 
mg/kg/day was added and limb physiotherapy started. 
Clinical outcome was favorable with significant 
reversible of power and function of limbs. 

Discussion

By definition NMO is a monophasic or relapsing 
disorder of the optic nerves and the spinal cord, 
without evidence of white matter dysfunction of the 
brain, brainstem or cerebellum, with the exception of 
hypothalamic and lower brainstem dysfunction. Optic 
nerve and spinal cord dysfunction might be partial and 
it can be unilateral or even subclinical, with an 
abnormal visual evoked potential but no clinical signs. 
Partial forms of NMO are also called high-risk NMO, in 
which isolated transverse myelitis or optic neuritis 
occurs. The optico-spinal form of MS is quite similar to 
NMO. Hence, it appears to be a spectrum of NMO, with 
various degrees of involvement but course of NMO is 
more acute, sometimes fulminant. In contrastwith the 
optic neuritis of MS, NMO optic neuritis can be severe, 
fulminant and devastating with very poor 
prognosis.5Brain lesions have been observed in 
children; in one series 68% of NMO-IgG seropositive 
children and among them 45% had brain symptoms 
which corresponding to the MRI abnormalities6. In 
contrast to MS, attacks in NMO commonly spare the 
brain in the early stages. Hence, normal brain MRI is a 

common finding at the onset of NMO, so on follow-up 
scans must be performed periodically for development 
of later lesions in the course of the disease.4   Lesions 
in the Spinal cord are large, and extends over three or 
more vertebral segments in about 85-90% of patients 
and are mostly located in the cervical and upper 
thoracic region. The Current revised diagnostic criteria 
of NMO tells the presence of acute optic neuritis and 
myelitis with at least two of the three supportive 
criteria, which consist of spinal cord MRI lesion 
extending over three consecutive vertebral segments, 
brain MRI lesion, which does not meet the diagnostic 
criteria for multiple sclerosis, and NMO-IgG 
seropositive status.Our patient had no systemic 
disorder or non-organ-specific autoimmune disorder or 
autoantibody. At the time of the left eye's involvement, 
our patient fulfilled the diagnostic criteria.7 CSF 
examination of our patient showed no pleocytosis. 
Oligoclonal bands of IgG in the CSF are frequently seen 
in MS and these are detected in 15-30% of patients 
with NMO.8 Oligoclonal bands were negative in our 
patient's CSF examination.A number of modalities 
have been tried but there is no proven treatment 
protocol as yet either in the acute attacks or in the long 
term remissions in NMO. Hence Intravenous 
corticosteroid therapy is the commonly preferred initial 
treatment for acute attacks.7 A total of 50% of the 
patients, those  who are unresponsive to corticosteroid 
treatment may benefit from plasmapheresis.7 The 
efficacy of immunomodulatory therapies 
(Beta-interferon) have not been proven yet. However, 
immunosuppressive therapy (oral azathioprine, 
associated with or without oral steroids; intravenous 
immunoglobulin; Rituximab) is an accepted method to 
provide clinical remission of corticosteroid resistant 
NMO.9Our patient received both steroid pulse therapy 
and Plasmapharesis and was sent home on oral 
steroids and azathioprine. He became fully mobile with 
no neurological deficit in the lower limbs though his 
vision was lost in the left eye 

Conclusion

NMO is a rare but severe devastating disease affecting 
vision and nervous system resulting in blindness and 
paraplegia in children. Hence an early intervention with 
the appropriate treatment modality in patients 
suspected with NMO decides on the favorable 
outcome from an acute episode
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INTRODUCTION 

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10 to 
15% of all strokes, and is found to have a 
disproportionately high morbidity and mortality.1 
Extension of the hemorrhage intothe ventricles (a 40% 
occurrence) can happen early or late inthe sequence 
of events.2 Epidemiological data demonstrate 
theamount of blood in the ventricles relates directly to 
the degreeof injury and likelihood of 
survival.2Headache, vomiting and loss of 
consciousness are the common presentations of 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage.3 Computedtomography 
(CT) is the key diagnostic investigation.First, it clearly 
differentiates hemorrhagic from ischemic stroke.In 
addition, CT demonstrates the size and location of the 
hemorrhageand may reveal structural abnormalities 
such as aneurysms, arteriovenousmalformations, and 
brain tumors that caused the Intracerebral hemorrhage 
as wellas structural complications such as herniation, 
intraventricularhemorrhage, or hydrocephalus.4 The 

role of surgical treatment for intracerebralhaemorrhage 
remains controversial and deserves further study.5 The 
outcome of hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhage is 
dependent on multiple factors like age of the patient, 
co_morbidity, CT scan findings and Glasgow Coma 
Scale.6 Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is 
frequently associated with intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), which is an independent predictor of poor 
outcome.7 Intraventricular hemorrhage, either 
independent of or as an extension of intracranial bleed 
is thought to carry a grave prognosis as it can lead to 
hydrocephalus and thus poor outcome.8 The outcome 
of intracerebral hemorrhage is significantly worse than 
with ischemic stroke with up to 50% mortality at day 
30.9We know that intracerebral hemorrhage with 
intraventricular extension of blood is thought to have 
further worse outcome as it leads to 
hydrocephalous8so we conducted this study to look for 
its outcome at discharge and at day 30 and to 
emphasize that early identification can help in early 
treatment and prevention of morbidity and mortality.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

Study was carried out from 1stDecember 2010 to 31st 
May 2011on admitted patients of department of 
Neurology, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences 
(PIMS), Islamabad. Study design wa s ofDescriptive 
case series Sample size was calculated using WHO soft 
ware for sample size collection, where.  Confidence 
level (1-Đ) = 95, Absolute precision (d) = 0.10, Using 
prevalence of 40%2, taken from literature review 
Sample size (n):  93 patients of ICH Intraventricular 
extension is defined as blood within the ventricular 
system in association with parenchymal hemorrhage on 
computed tomography (CT) scan which will show 
hyperdense area within the ventricular system. 
Modified Rankin Scale was used to determine the 
functional status and outcome after intracerebral 
hemorrhage Sampling Technique wasNon probability 
consecutive sampling All patients of both genders 
above 13 years of age with spontaneous 
intracerebralhaemorrhage diagnosed on CT scan brain.
Following were excluded from the study.

• Patients with pure intraventricular hemorrhage
• Patients with head injury.
• Patient with bleeding diathesis or on 
 anticoagulant therapy.
• Patients with other co-morbidities like liver 
 failure, renal failure etc
• Patients with hemorrhage into brain tumor,
 infarction or venous thrombosis.

The study was approved from hospital ethical 
committee. All patients underwent a detailed history 
taking and physical examination and all relevant 
investigations were performed. The diagnosis of 
intracerebral hemorrhage was made on CT scan 
findings. The site of intracerebral hemorrhage and its 
intraventricular extension was noted.Patients fulfilling 
the inclusion criteria were enrolled after taking informed 
written consent from the patients or relatives. The data 
collected was entered on the specifically designed 
proforma. All patients received appropriate supportive 
treatment for intracerebral hemorrhage. Outcome was 
measured at discharge and at day 30 using modified 
rankling scale. At day 30 it was done through 
telephonic inquiry.The data was analyzed using SPSS 
version 14.0. Descriptive analysis was done for 
numerical variables and reported as mean; median and 
standard deviation for continuous variables like age 
whereas frequencies and percentages was calculated 
for categorical variables such as gender, duration of 
hospital stay and modified Rankin scoring at discharge 
and at day 30. 

RESULTS:

A total of 93 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and 
were enrolled in the study. Mean age was 
61.31±16.37years, median was 60 years and mode 
was 55 years. The age range was 22-125 years, but 68 
(73.1%) patients were more than 50 years of age. Out 
of the 93 patients, 58 (62.4%) were male and 35 
(37.6%) were female. Thus intracerebral hemorrhage 
was more commonly seen in men compared to women 
62.4% vs 37.6%.90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission as shown in figure 1, while 3 patients were 
partially dependent (MRS 2).

figure 1: Disability at admission.

68 out of  90 dependent patients(73.1% )remained 
dependent till discharge as shown in figure 2, while 22 
out of total 93 patient were dead till discharge.

Figure 2: Disability at discharge.

Mean duration of hospital stay was 4.06±2.08days, 
range 1-12, median 4 and mode 3. 22 (23.7%) 
patients expired during the hospital stay; while amongst 
those who survived, mean mRS at discharge was 

4.59±1.06. 66.6% were dependent at the time of 
discharge. At 30 day follow up the percentage of dead 
patients was 29%. Maximum number of patients was 
seen in MRS 4 at day 30 i.e 32 (34.4%) Disability was 
also calculated as classified according to MRS 
(annexure 2). 90 patients out of 93 (96.8%) of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage patients were dependent at 
admission, while 3 patients were partially dependent 
(MRS 2).68 out of 90 dependent patients(73.1% 
)remained dependent till discharge ,while 22 out of 
total 93 patient were dead till discharge. At day 30 total 
number of dead patients out of 93 patients were 
27.58. (62.4%) patients were still dependent (MRS 
3-5) at day 30.Intraventricular extension of the 
intracerebral hemorrhage was seen in about half of the 
cases (50.5% vs 49.5%) as shown in figure 3.

Figure: 3.Percentage of patients with intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage

A comparison was also made between intraventricular 
extensions of the hemorrhage and disability at 
admission,discharge and at day 30 shown in figure 4,5 
and figure 6.

Figure 4.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
admission

At Discharge the outcome was poor in patients with 
intraventricular extension subgroup,17 patients were 
dead in intraventricular extension group compared to 
just 5 in patients with no intraventricular extension as 
shown in figure 5.

Figure: 5.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
discharge

Similarly, at day 30 the number of dead patients were 
22 in intraventricular extension group compared to 5 in 
patients with no intraventricular extension as shown in 
figure 6. 

Figure: 6.Intraventricular extension and disability at 
day 30

The number of dependent patients (in MRS 4 and 5) 
however, was similar in both groups at day 30 as shown 
in figure 6.

DISCUSSION

Intracerebral hemorrhage can occur in any age group. 
The age range of our patients was wide (22- 125). 
Mean age was 61.31. Most of our patients 68 (73.1%) 
were more than 50 yrs of age. Thus intracerebral 
hemorrhage was most commonly seen in elder 
population in our study. This is in contrast to various 
studies done in Asia which say that ICH is more 
commonly seen in younger population in this part of the 
world.Most studies of Asia e.g one study in India by 
Mehndiratta and one East Asian study have also 
shownan increasedprevalence of stroke in the young 
(usually taken as age atonset of less than 45 
years).10,11There was a marked male predominance 
(62.3% vs 37.6%)While reviewing the literature we 
found another Pakistani study which showed male 
preponderance as was seen in our study. In that study 
62% patients were male and 38% were female.12 
However, in another Pakistani study 38% of the 
patients were > 60 yrs of age but with equal sex 
distribution but we had a marked male 
preponderance.3 The commonest site of bleeding in 
our study was Basal Ganglion and in that Putamen 
(39.8%). Same is has been in various reported studies. 
Another Pakistani study also showed basal ganglion the 
commonest site of bleeding (55%) followed by 
thalamus (26%) and followed by lobar cerebral 
hemorrhage (11%).12 Intraventricular extension of 
hemorrhage — Data from a number of studies suggest 
that extension of blood into the ventricles is an 
independent predictor of poor outcome in patients with 
spontaneous ICH.7,13,14,15,16 The frequency of 
intraventricular extension was 50.5% in our study. This 
percentage is similar to what has been seen in other 
different studies. Hallevi et al.evaluated 406 patients 
with ICH, 45 percent of whom had intraventricular 
extension of hemorrhage.7 After controlling for age and 
ICH volume, they found a poor outcome at discharge 
(defined as a modified Rankin scale score of 4 to 6  in 
patients with intraventricular hemorrhage than in those 
without intraventricular hemorrhage (odds ratio 2.25, 
95% CI 1.40-3.64).7 We also found poor outcome in 
intraventricular extension group at discharge (17 
deaths vs 5).But the disability later on at day 30 was 
similar in both groups.Tuhrim et al. studied 129 
patients of intracerebral hemorrhage. Of the 129 
patients, 47 had intraventricular extension of their 
hemorrhages. These patients had larger 
intraparenchymal hemorrhages (36.6 cm3 vs. 15.0 
cm3) and lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores 
(mean, 9.6 vs. 13.7). Their 30-day mortality rate was 
43% compared with only 9% among those without 
ventricular extension13. This is in contrast to our 

findings. In our study though mortality at discharge was 
significantly higher in patients with intraventricular 
extension (17 Patients vs 5) but there was not much 
difference in mortality between discharge to day 30 in 
two groups. 5 more patients died between discharge 
and 30 days in intraventricular extension group 
whereas none in no intraventricular extension group.
Mean duration of hospital stay in our patients was 
4.06±2.08days . The reason of this short stay was 
high mortality of patients during hospital stay. 22 
Patients died during hospital stay. The short duration of 
hospital stay in my opinion can also be attributed to 
high turnover of the patients in the tertiary care hospital 
like ours beyond its resources, so most patients were 
being discharged while being dependent, in modified 
Rankin scale 5.Mortality in our patients was high during 
hospital stay (23.7%).22 patients expired during 
hospital stay. The overall mortality rate at day 30 was 
29%.The 30-day mortality from ICH ranges from 35 to 
52 percent in various studies17-21; one-half of these 
deaths occur within the first two days.17,22 
Furthermore, only a small number of patients function 
independently after the event. Our 30 day mortality rate 
of 29% is lower than in previous population 
studies.17--21The hospital based approach of our 
study means that some subjects died before hospital 
admission and must have been missed and some 
subjects with milder strokes were managed as 
outpatients as our study was conducted only on 
inpatients.In a prospective study of 166 patients with 
spontaneous ICH from a large US metropolitan area, 
only 12 percent were normal or minimally handicapped 
at 30 days.23 In our study only 8.6% patients had 
complete or partial recovery (MRS 0-2) at day 30. 
Similiarly, morbidity of our patients was very 
high.96.8% of our patients were dependent at 
admission. Disability improved at discharge, 73.1% 
patients were dependent at discharge. At day 30, 
66.7% were still dependent.In a population-based 
cohort of patients hospitalized after ICH in the Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area, the ten-year 
survival was 18%.21The 30-day mortality after 
spontaneous ICH was 39.7% in a study conducted in 
Karachi Pakistan.Survival analysis showed a large 
clustering of deaths within the first 72 hours of 
hospitalization.24 Same was the case in our study, Out 
of total deaths during our study, majority i.e 22 
occurred during first 72 hours of admission and the 
percentage of deaths was higher in patients with 
intraventricular extension of hemorrhage (17 vs 5).

CONCLUSIONS:

Intraventricular extension of the intracerebral 

hemorrhage was seen in about half of the cases and 
was associated with high mortality and morbidity during 
early days of hemorrhage. Outcome at day 30 was also 
poor, about half of patients in this group were 
dependent at day 30. Because ofthe high proportion of 
deaths in the early days and high disability at day 30, it 
is recommended to promptly identify this subgroup and 
apply specific aggressive therapeuticstrategies for this 
subgroup.
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